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        A Page in a Book
Books for Busy Bees
Bustling our kids away from the company of bees, it’s hard to tell who’s busier - us or the 
bees. Armed with a sting for self-defense, it’s no wonder that these common visitors can 
evoke a fight or flight response in humans. But there’s more to the bee than its buzz or 
sting. Bees and their fuzzy bodies distribute pollen as they work, ensuring that plants 
propagate and our environment thrives. While caution is healthy around bees, children can 
also learn important lessons about the value of these busy bugs through education. The 
following titles feature bees in the lead, fostering a friendly introduction to these hard-work-
ing heroes of a healthy planet. 

Bee and Me
by Alison Jay (Candlewick Press)
When a bee bumbles through the window of her room, a young city girl instinctively flees from the 
intruder. Returning with a swatter and prepared to take action, the girl’s closer inspection reveals a 
weak and frightened insect lost in a strange environment. Catching the bee in a glass, she begins 
reading about bees to determine what he needs to thrive. Bee and Me takes on a dream-like 
quality as the bee and the girl get acquainted and together pursue a mission to keep him alive. 
Referencing the need for natural spaces among growing urban centers, this wordless title speaks 
volumes about the relationship between people, plants and the bees who keep our ecosystem in 
balance.

Bee-wigged
by Cece Bell (Candlewick)
Jerry is a very big bee who loves people. But people don’t love him. The first sight of Jerry sends 
people running, afraid of a sting or alarmed by his buzz. When Jerry discovers a wig on the 
ground, the simple act of placing it on his head turns his fortunes around. Handsomely wigged, 
Jerry quickly attracts and army of friends and fans. Just as he’s finally achieved acceptance 
among people, an errant gust of wind ruins Jerry’s disguise and sends everyone fleeing once 
again. But the wig, who’s been learning about Jerry during their time together, comes to the 
defense of his misunderstood friend, revealing Jerry’s best qualities to the frightened public. 
Be-wigged is a charming testament to the value of getting to know someone before making hasty 
judgements.

Bizzy Mizz Lizzie
by David Shannon (Blue Sky Press / Scholastic)
Rushing from one activity to another, Lizzie is focused on doing everything she can to be the best bee of 
all. From music, art, and dance classes to Bee League and Honey Scouts, the only bee who’s busier is 
Lizzie’s mom who shuttles her through her hectic days. When the true test of best comes in the form of a 
spelling bee (naturally), Lizzie doubles down on her mission with a study schedule aimed at victory. But 
even the busiest bees need rest, and when her activity overload catches up with her, the bill for Lizzie’s 
buzz must be paid in ‘zzzz’. Hitting every right comic note, Shannon’s frantic illustration is the perfect 
vehicle for this cautionary tale about finding the balance between getting things done and taking time to 
stop and smell the roses.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com. 
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by Gerry Paige Smith

The Race is On!
For every parent who’s experienced a child’s delighted 
cried of “Go Faster!”, the exhilarating nature of racing 
is familiar. Giving kids the ability to plot a course and 

navigate it at speed is an empowering form of play. Rac-
ing toy cars allows children to test themselves against 
courses and obstacles, to strive for performance goals 

or to enjoy competition with other racers. The following 
race car-themed items encourage kids to take control 

of their roadway, their speed and their destination with 
entertaining options from start to finish.

The Race is On!

Recommending the Best Toys 
and Products for Kids

3-in-1 Launch and 
Go Raceway
(V-Tech)

Conforming to the changing de-
mands of young race designers, the 
Smart Wheels 3-in-1 Launch and Go 
Raceway assembles into a trio of di-
verse experiences. Whether it’s set up 
as a dual raceway, a stunt track or a super run, this set uses gravity 
to launch the included race car down a changeable course of play. 
Connecting with strategically located SmartPoints, the race cars may 
also become sound enabled with music and fun phrases.This set can 
also be combined with compatible Smart Wheels and Smart Animals 
components from V-Tech. Using fewer components that reconfigure 
into more versatile structures, the Launch and Go Raceway supports 
mechanical exploration and fine motor skills in the younger set. 

Prextex Radio 
Control Racers
(Prextex)

Simple controls and sturdy con-
struction are the hallmark of Prextex 
Radio Control Racers, making this set 
ideal for first-time remote operators. 
Complete with sound effects (sirens for 
the police car and revving engine for 
the racer) this pair of cars is road ready 
right out of the box. The cars get good traction on a variety of surfac-
es so kids can take the race to new and changing landscapes. The 
set includes two removable driver figures that expand the possibilities 
for pretend-play to accompany the racing/driving experience. Ideally 
designed for the small hands of young racers, this RC duo offers an 
easy and encouraging introduction to RC racing for the littlest drivers.

My First RC Baja 
Buggy
(Kid Galaxy)

Designed with small hands 
in mind, the RC Baja Buggy 
is a soft, chunky vehicle that 
makes remote control driving 
simple to get a grip on. Shaped 
like a steering wheel, the easy-to-use controller lets drivers send 
the buggy racing forward, backward, or into a spin. Unlike many 
other RC cars, the Kid Galaxy Baja Buggy body is squeezably 
soft and ideal for taking corners without leaving damage on 
walls, furniture or ankles. Capable of running on smooth floors, 
concrete and low-pile carpeting My First RC Baja Buggy takes 
the lead in the race for RC-ready drivers.

Magic Tracks Glow-
in-the-Dark Mega Set
(Magic Tracks)

The Magic Tracks Mega Set fea-
tures flexible track sections that bend 
and twist, letting small hands make 
creative connections with ease. Adding 
to the excitement, the tracks glow in the 
dark after light exposure. The two bat-
tery-powered race cars (included) are 
illuminated with bright LEDs so they also charge the tracks as they 
speed along. With a suspension bridge, two-way splitter, and ramps, 
the 18 feet of track pieces allows for versatile and evolving raceway 
planning.  As flexible as the track itself, the Magic Tracks Mega Set 
fosters creative thinking and fine motor skills as young racers plan 
and produce their own new path to victory again and again.

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com


